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Abstract: Traditional forest restoration (FR) monitoring methods employ spreadsheets and photos
taken at the ground level. Since remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) generate a panoramic high resolution
and georeferenced view of the entire area of interest, this technology has high potential to improve
the traditional FR monitoring methods. This study evaluates how low-cost RPA data may contribute
to FR monitoring of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest by the automatic remote measurement of Tree
Density, Tree Height, Vegetation Cover (area covered by trees), and Grass Infestation. The point
cloud data was processed to map the Tree Density, Tree Height, and Vegetation Cover parameters.
The orthomosaic was used for a Random Forest classification that considered trees and grasses as a
single land cover class. The Grass Infestation parameter was mapped by the difference between this
land cover class (which considered trees and grasses) and the Vegetation Cover results (obtained by
the point cloud data processing). Tree Density, Vegetation Cover, and Grass Infestation parameters
presented F_scores of 0.92, 0.85, and 0.64, respectively. Tree Height accuracy was indicated by the
Error Percentage considering the traditional fieldwork and the RPA results. The Error Percentage
was equal to 0.13 and was considered accurate because it estimated a 13% shorter height for trees
that averaged 1.93 m tall. Thus, this study showed that the FR structural parameters were accurately
measured by the low-cost RPA, a technology that contributes to FR monitoring. Despite accurately
measuring the structural parameters, this study reinforced the challenge of measuring the Biodiversity
parameter via remote sensing because the classification of tree species was not possible. After all, the
Brazilian Atlantic Forest is a biodiversity hotspot, and thus different species have similar spectral
responses in the visible spectrum and similar geometric forms. Therefore, until improved automatic
classification methods become available for tree species, traditional fieldwork remains necessary for
a complete FR monitoring diagnostic.
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1. Introduction
Remotely piloted aircraft (RPA), popularly known as drones, present notable technical
advantages in several fields, such as journalism [1] and agriculture [2]. Nevertheless,
in Forest Restoration (FR) projects, the real benefits that RPA can provide still demand
more studies.
Traditional FR monitoring methods employ sheets and photos taken at the ground
level that do not register the whole area of an FR project, e.g., the methods described
in the FR monitoring protocol of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest biome [3]. According to
Viani et al. [4], the Atlantic Forest FR monitoring protocol is excellent because it provides
data collection standards to avoid biases and subjectivity. As the scope of future studies,
the authors stated that an automatic feedback report would improve the FR monitoring
protocol. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether RPA is capable of
generating an automatic feedback report to efficiently support FR monitoring.
Since RPA generates a panoramic high resolution and georeferenced view of the entire
area of interest [5], this technology has high potential to promote efficient FR monitoring [6].
Such potential demands studying how RPA can accurately and automatically provide the
important FR monitoring parameters mentioned by McDonald et al. [7], such as tree cover,
tree density, and tree species. In biomes like the Brazilian Atlantic Forest, which is a
biodiversity hotspot [8], improving the FR monitoring protocol would help managing the
targets stipulated under the Paris Agreement, wherein Brazil is committed to restoring
12 million hectares of forests by 2030.
This study aims to evaluate the manner in which RPA can contribute to the FR
monitoring protocol of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. Particularly, we evaluated a lowcost RPA [9] because financial resources are scarce in developing countries [10]. These
findings play an important role in improving the FR monitoring protocol by considering
an emerging remote sensing technology.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The FR study area is located in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest biome, specifically at
the Miguel Pereira Municipality in the state of Rio de Janeiro (RJ). Figure 1 illustrates this
23.45 hectare study area, where Instituto Terra de Preservação Ambiental (ITPA) conducted
an FR project.

Figure 1. Location of the FR study area on Miguel Pereira municipality, situated in the Brazilian
Atlantic Forest biome. To see the RPA orthomosaic and the study area on a greater scale, please go to
Figure 3.

The traditional fieldwork with 19 field plots to officially monitor the FR occurred in
October 2017. It followed the Fast Environmental Diagnosis Methodology [11], which is
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Rio de Janeiro State’s official FR monitoring process. In January 2018, the RPA fieldwork
was conducted in the study area.
2.2. Materials
The RPA used in this study is a Phantom 4 Standard (a rotary wing). It is coupled
with an RGB 1/2.3” 12MP camera with FOV 94° 20 mm (35 mm format equivalent) lens,
Electronic Shutter Speed of 8–1/8000 s, and Image Size of 4000 × 3000. More information regarding this RPA model can be found at https://www.dji.com/br/phantom-4,
accessed on 26 May 2021.
The flight plan was drafted using the free software Pix4D Capture for smartphones/
tablets. The Digital Surface Model (DSM) and orthorectified mosaic were obtained using
the Agisoft Photoscan software. The classification processes and graph generation were
performed using R [12] version 3.6 and the map layouts were generated using QGIS
software version 3.12. The Cloud Compare software was used to generate the Digital
Terrain Model (DTM).
2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Flight Patterns
Two flights were necessary to cover the entire study area. The flights were conducted
in compliance with Brazil’s RPAs laws [13] at a height of 80 m and generated an 8 cm
Ground Sampling Distance (GSD). The front and side overlaps were equal to 80% to
generate enough details in the point cloud data [14].
No Ground Control Points (GCPs) were collected by a geodetic Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) equipment, and thus the orthomosaic precision was around
3 m [15]. Such cartographic precision is considered enough for this study because change
detection over time was not performed in this study [16].
2.3.2. Estimation of Forest Restoration Biodiversity Using Low-Cost RPA
Tree species were not distinguishable by photointerpretation on the RPA orthomosaic,
as illustrated in Section 3. Thus, the estimation of the FR parameter Biodiversity by low-cost
RPA was not considered in this study. Instead, this study focused on the FR structural
parameters, which play an important role in FR monitoring [7]. The remotely measured
FR structural parameters were Tree Density, Vegetation Cover, Tree Height, and Grass
Infestation. Figure 2 shows the workflow for obtaining these FR structural parameters and
the accuracy assessment. Sections 2.3.3–2.3.7 describe each step presented in Figure 2.
2.3.3. FR Structural Parameter: Tree Density
To estimate the Tree Density parameter, individual trees must be counted. Some studies have counted trees automatically using the Canopy Height Model (CHM) database [17],
as the CHM is the difference between the DSM and the DTM [18]. In this work, the DTM
was created by applying the Cloth Simulation Filter algorithm [19] in Cloud Compare software. Since the study area was sloping and contained some small trees, which were slightly
higher than the grasses, these short trees were omitted in the DTM generation, and the CHM
was consequently affected. Thus, the individual tree count was obtained directly from the
DSM to increase automatic tree counting accuracy, as described in Albuquerque et al. [14].
The Local Maximum algorithm [20,21] of the rLiDAR R package [21] was used on the
DSM to obtain the individual tree count. This algorithm searches for the highest value on a
fixed window-sized kernel and generates a point table with geographic coordinates of the
encountered maximum values. Individual tree count is then obtained by a coordinate set,
where each coordinate represents the highest location of a tree crown.
To avoid the individual tree count commission errors (false-positives), two or more
coordinates with a distance of less than 10 cm between them were excluded because they
represent the same tree. Then, the geographic coordinates of the point halfway between
these excluded points were retained to represent the tree. The ten-centimeter threshold
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value was defined because forest inventories consider only trees with trunk diameters of
>5 cm [22], and thus trees must be at a distance of at least 10 cm from each other. More
details about the individual tree count method applied in this work can be found in [14].
After the individual tree count was determined, the number of identified trees was
divided by 23.45 hectares (size of the study area) to obtain the tree density.

Figure 2. Methodology workflow of this study. MPRI is the Modified Photochemical Reflectance
Index [23] and should be used only in the absence of shadow.

2.3.4. FR Structural Parameter: Tree Height
Tree height was determined in two steps: (1) extracting the CHM value corresponding
to each geographic coordinate in the individual tree count; (2) calculating the mean of these
extracted values. The height values were obtained from the individual tree count results as
they correspond to the largest tree crown height value.
2.3.5. FR Structural Parameter: Vegetation Cover
To determine vegetation cover using RPA imagery, trees and grasses must be adequately distinguished. Vegetation cover involves the area covered by trees and not by
grass, as Grass Infestation is a FR structural parameter described in Section 2.3.6. This
study therefore considers that the variable vegetation is the sum of Vegetation Cover and
Grass Infestation.
Vegetation = VegetationCover + GrassIn f estation

(1)
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Vegetation mapping was performed using a Random Forest supervised classification
involving three land cover classes according to Reis et al. [24] and Laliberte et al. [25]:
vegetation, shadow, and non-vegetated.
When using RPA to determine the vegetation cover, the CHM should involve only
areas with trees, and therefore an accurate CHM would by itself provide the Vegetation
Cover parameter. As explained in Section 2.3.3, trees that were slightly higher than grasses
on sloping areas were excluded during CHM acquisition, and thus this database could
not be used by itself to accurately obtain Vegetation Cover. To isolate Vegetation Cover,
vegetation indexes like the Triangular Greenness Index (TGI) (Equation (2)) [26] can be
an alternative.
TGI = [( Green − 0, 39) ∗ ( Red − 0, 61)] ∗ Blue
(2)
TGI is not a normalized index, and vegetated areas tend to present negative values. In
this work, the TGI could distinguish between trees and grasses, but it did not provide a final
Vegetation Cover result on its own because some trees or some parts of tree crowns were
missing, and thus the Standard Deviation of DSM (SDdsm) was also used for Vegetation
Cover mapping.
The Standard Deviation of DSM (SDdsm) may be used to avoid confusion between
trees and grasses because it has presented good results in detecting homogeneous topographic surfaces [27] and the arboreal stratum [28]. However, in medium-aged FR projects,
like the one in this study, the height of trees varies considerably, and thus the application of
SDdsm for vegetation cover mapping presents some limitations and should be used along
with other variables.
Thus, the Vegetation Cover result acquired by RPA in this study was the sum of TGI
Vegetated areas (TGIVeg), Standard Deviation of DSM (SDdsm), and CHM. As indicated
by Equation (3), the sum of these variables for the Vegetation Cover mapping also involved
the exclusion of shaded areas.
VegetationCover = [( TGIVeg + SDdsm + CHM) − (3 ∗ Shadow) > 0]

(3)

Each variable in Equation (3) is a raster containing values equal to zero (means no
occurrence) or one (means occurrence). Furthermore, in Equation (3), it is noteworthy that
shaded areas, obtained by the land cover class Shadow, are multiplied by the number of
layers containing vegetation areas. This ensures that areas mapped as vegetation by more
than one vegetation layer will receive zero or negative values when they are overlapping
with shaded areas. Moreover, if the values of the variables in Equation (3) are selected to be
greater than zero, the equation can be solved using one line of computation code, instead
of two.
Regarding the Modified Photochemical Reflectance Index (MPRI) [23], it did not
contribute to Vegetation Cover mapping in this work because it generated a large amount
of confusion with shaded areas.
2.3.6. FR Structural Parameter: Grass Infestation
In reality, Grass Infestation may overlap with Vegetation Cover because grass grows
below a tree crown. However, Structure from Motion and Multi-View-Stereo [29,30], or
SfM-MVS, is unable to record the surface below the tree crowns, and thus, in this study, it
is considered that Grass Infestation does not overlap with Vegetation Cover.
Therefore, Grass Infestation mapping was conducted using Equation (1), which led to
Equation (4) because Section 2.3.5 describes Vegetation and Vegetation Cover acquisition.
GrassIn f estation = Vegetation − VegetationCover

(4)

2.3.7. Accuracy Evaluation
Remote measurements in environmental projects must be conservative, which means
that overly optimistic results must be avoided [31]. Regarding the Grass Infestation struc-
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tural parameter, as it is an undesirable variable in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest biome, an
estimation containing more commission than omission errors is considered conservative.
For Vegetation Cover, Tree Height, and Tree Density, which are desirable variables, the conservative path involves more omission than commission errors. In other words, FR classification results obtained using remote sensing must avoid commission errors in desirable FR
structural parameters and avoid omission errors in undesirable FR structural parameters.
To estimate Tree Density in closed-canopy conditions, fieldwork may be necessary for
acquiring reference data because the boundaries of the overlapping tree crowns may not
be clearly identifiable by photointerpretation [32,33]. Since the canopy was not closed in
the study area, a photointerpretation qualitative analysis [34] evaluated the accuracy of
Tree Density. This qualitative analysis allowed the acquisition of omission and commission
errors, or the amount of False-Positive (FP) and False-Negative (FN) occurrences, as well as
the Overall Accuracy [35]. Recall, Precision, and F_score indexes [36] were then calculated
according to Equations (5)–(7), respectively.
r=

TP
( TP + FN )

(5)

p=

TP
( TP + FP)

(6)

Fscore = 2 ∗

(r ∗ p )
(r + p )

(7)

where: TP = True Positive, FN = False Negative, FP = False Positive, r = recall, p = precision.
Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation accuracies were measured using a Confusion
Matrix, along with Overall Accuracy, Producer’s Accuracy, User’s Accuracy, F_score, and
Kappa Index. In total, 50 test samples were used for each of the three classes: Vegetation
Cover, Grass Infestation, and Other Classes.
Tree Height is the only FR structural parameter in this study that cannot be evaluated
by photointerpretation. Therefore, the accuracy of this parameter was measured using the
Error Percentage [37] between the fieldwork and RPA results (Equation (8)).
ErrorPercentage =

( Re f erence − Results)
( Re f erence)

(8)

2.3.8. Evaluating FR Structural Parameters Values in Stretches with Different FR Success
Since RPA can be used to map the entire project area, stretches with different vegetation
singularities can be noticed [38]. In that case, stretches with more, less and intermediate
FR success within the study area were manually separated by photointerpretation. The
intermediate FR success stretches in this work were a mix of more and less FR successful
areas. Figure 3 illustrates the polygons that represent these stretches.
A boxplot and correlation matrix quantitatively indicated if the different stretches
in Figure 3 have different FR structural parameters. The boxplot illustrated how the FR
structural parameters values vary between the final fieldwork results (the final fieldwork
results can be found in Appendix A.3), as shown by Equation (9).
ErrorPercentagestretch =

( Fieldwork − RPAstretch )
( Fieldwork)

(9)

Thus, for each FR structural parameter, a boxplot graph was used to evaluate how the
Error Percentage (Equation (9)) varied among the different FR stretches.
Furthermore, for example, to assess whether a high value of Vegetation Cover is associated with low values of Grass Infestation (it is expected that grass reduces as the canopy
closes), a correlation matrix of the RPA results in the different stretches was evaluated.
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Figure 3. Study area divided into 8 different stretches with more, less, and mixed quantities of
forested areas (FR success): Non-vegetated predominance (Nv), Non-vegetated mixed with Seedlings
(NvS), Trees predominance (Tr), Trees mixed with Seedlings (TrS), Seedlings predominance (S), Trees
mixed with Seedlings mixed with Vegetation Remnants (TrSVR), Erosions (Er) and Model (Md). The
Md stretch was the one that best represented the whole study area in general.

3. Results
Regarding the Biodiversity parameter, it was not possible to identify tree species when
replicating field plots in the RPA image. As shown in Figure 4, the study area has different
tree species that presented similar spectral responses in the visible spectrum and similar
geometric forms in the RPA image, which makes the classification process not possible
because the human eye cannot state the difference [39]. Thus, traditional fieldwork will
continue being necessary to record tree species in FR projects, and future studies should
evaluate the performance of other types of sensors, such as multispectral and hyperspectral,
in the estimation of Biodiversity.

Figure 4. There are at least six different tree species in the rectangle area, but all of them are very
similar, and none could be distinguished by photointerpretation.
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Regarding the FR structural parameters, which were the focus of this study, Figures 5–7
show the RPA results in the whole study area. Figure 8 shows a zoomed-in version of the
RPA results in the study area.

Figure 5. Individual Tree Count results of the RPA study area, which provided the Tree Density result
when dividing all the identified trees by the area.

Figure 6. The Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation results of the RPA study area.
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Figure 7. The Canopy Height Model (CHM) results of the RPA study area, which provided the height
of the trees that were automatically identified. The zero CHM values mean grasses or non-vegetated
(bare soil) areas.

Figure 8. FR structural parameters results of the study area in a high mapping scale. (a) The RPA
orthomosaic. (b) The Individual Tree Count, which provided the Tree Density result when dividing
all the identified trees by the area. (c) The Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation results. (d) The
Canopy Height Model (CHM), which provided the height of the trees that were automatically
identified and where zero CHM values means grasses or bare soil areas.

3.1. Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation Accuracy
The Confusion Matrix shown in Table 1 presents high accuracy indexes for Vegetation
Cover and medium accuracy indexes for Grass Infestation. The Overall Accuracy and the
Kappa index of the Confusion Matrix are equal to 0.75 and 0.63, respectively. The F_score
value was equal to 0.85 and 0.64 for Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation, respectively.
F_score ranges from 0 to 1 and has been widely used [14,17,32,33,40–44], and thus 0.85 and
0.64 can be considered high and medium accuracy values, respectively.
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Table 1. Confusion Matrix for measuring Vegetation Cover (Trees) and Grass Infestation (Grass) accuracy.

Target

Prediction

Grass

Trees

Other
Classes

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Grass

26 (52%)

5 (10%)

0 (0%)

52%

84%

Trees

1 (2%)

41 (82%)

4 (8%)

82%

89%

Other Classes

23 (46%)

4 (8%)

46 (92%)

92%

63%

3.2. Tree Density Accuracy
The Individual Tree Count method to obtain Tree Density presented Recall, Precision,
F_score, and Overall Accuracy values equal to 0.93, 0.90, 0.92, and 0.87, respectively.
These are considered high accuracy results. However, Individual Tree Count presented
10% of commission errors (undesirable for Tree Density), which may have influenced the
achievement of accurate results because omission errors were compensated.
3.3. Tree Height Accuracy
The Tree Height value was equal to 1.68 m and 1.93 m when obtained using RPA
and fieldwork (reference data), respectively. With such results, the Error Percentage was
equal to 0.13, and thus Tree Height was accurate when measured by RPA because it is a
conservative result that estimates a 13% shorter height for trees that are almost 2 m tall.
3.4. FR Structural Parameters Values in Stretches with Different FR Success
The stretches with different FR success, described in Section 2.3.8, presented some
variation in the RPA results. As Figure 9 shows, only Vegetation Cover presented small
variation among the different stretches, suggesting the presence of small tree crowns in
general because Tree Density varied more considerably. Furthermore, some variations in
Tree Height, Tree Density and Grass Infestation reinforce the occurrence of different FR
success that were indicated by photointerpretation.

Figure 9. FR structural parameters of the stretches with different FR success varied from the fieldwork
reference value, except Vegetation Cover. A variation in Tree Density and non-variation of Vegetation
Cover suggest small tree crowns in general.
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Figure 10 shows that the FR structural parameters presented some correlation between
them. Such correlation suggests some ecological succession process: Grass Infestation
has a high negative correlation with the development of trees; the taller the trees, the
bigger the tree crowns (high correlation between Tree Height and Vegetation Cover); and
many trees presented small tree crowns (medium correlation between Tree Density and
Vegetation Cover).

Figure 10. FR structural parameters Correlation Matrix between different FR stretches. In this
symmetric matrix, the cells of the main diagonal shows a FR structural parameter (TD is Tree Density,
VC is Vegetation Cover, TH is Tree Height, and GI is Grass Infestation) and its corresponding values in
the different FR stretches. The other cells show the correlation value between different FR structural
parameters, where the more asterisk (“*”) symbol occurs, the more correlated two variables are.

4. Discussion: Lessons Learned
In this study, we present the Discussion section as lessons that were learned, and thus
each lesson is presented as a subsection. The subsection title represents the lesson itself,
while the corresponding text complements and discusses it. By highlighting each lesson as
a subsection, we intend to make its discussion easier to be found in the manuscript.
4.1. Low-Cost RPA Is Capable of Accurately Mapping Forest Restoration (FR) Structural
Parameters in Open Canopy Conditions
Although previous works accurately evaluated tree cover and tree height using lowcost RPA [44–46], this study evaluated four structural parameters (Vegetation Cover, Tree
Height, Tree Density and Grass Infestation) in the context of FR and in a sloping area,
which represents a common situation in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest Biome.
RPA works at the local scale only [47], but if a regional scale is desired, the Landsat
satellite, although having a lower spatial resolution when compared to other remote
sensing databases, showed potential for monitoring the vegetation expansion of FR projects
throughout the years [48]. Still regarding FR monitoring at the regional scale, initiatives
like the MapBiomas project (https://mapbiomas.org/, accessed on 15 June 2021) show the
locations of secondary forests for free.
The Landsat free available satellite imagery may provide valuable information, but its
spatial resolution generates inconsistencies when more refined data is needed to evaluate
the FR [47]. Thus, each technology has advantages and disadvantages, and this work
reinforces that low-cost RPA is a good alternative for collecting data to monitor the FR
at the local level. Since low-cost RPA is capable of accurately mapping FR structural
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parameters in open canopy conditions, future studies shall evaluate FR areas with closedcanopy conditions.
4.2. To Improve the Accuracy of the Tree Height Measurement by Low-Cost RPA in All the FR
Stages, a Possible but Expensive Solution would be Using Precise Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) Data
Although the Tree Height was accurate in this work, the CHM omitted trees that were
slightly higher than grasses in the sloping area. To handle this situation, a flight prior to
the tree growth using precise GNSS coordinates could obtain an accurate (or a literal) DTM.
Then, after the FR process begins (after trees begin to grow), an accurate CHM would
be possible due to a refined DTM availability for the future RPA data acquisition, which
would also demand precise GNSS coordinates.
Besides checking if a precise DTM would include small trees in the CHM of sloping
FR areas, the use of precise GNSS data would also confirm if the accuracy of the tree height
measured using SfM-MVS increases even when the canopy closes. The use of traditional
topography methods (when geodetic GNSS equipment and total station are required)
generates a refined DTM in closed-canopy conditions, which allows accurate Tree Height
measurements via SfM-MVS [49]. However, classic topography increases the costs of the
projects due to the time spent in the field [50] and to the costs of the equipment [51], and
thus the benefits of using ground control points for Tree Height measurement via RPA data
collected before and after the tree growth must be carefully studied in the future.
To avoid collecting precise GNSS data on every RPA flight for the Tree Height measurement, survey markers can be installed on the FR surroundings, and thus the precise
geographic coordinates can be collected only once. After collecting the precise GNSS
coordinates, the survey markers can become ground control points (GCP) for the RPA data
by putting visual targets above them before each RPA flight. The location of the survey
markers has to be the FR surroundings because they must be visible on the RPA data after
the canopy closes.
Alternatively, to avoid using survey markers or precise GNSS coordinates on every
SfM-MVS cartographic data, collecting different RPA images of the same area along the
FR evolution could enable an independent analysis of each orthomosaic until the canopy
closes. Future studies may confirm if precise GNSS coordinates are necessary only for a
precise DTM generation (when trees have not started to grow) and for the RPA images
acquired after the canopy closes.
Tree Height is a relevant structural parameter because it is related to ecology [52],
biomass [49,53], and biodiversity [53,54], and measuring it in closed-canopy conditions is
not an issue in LiDAR systems [46,53,55]. However, LiDAR systems are considered more
expensive, which is not ideal for the financial reality of developing countries [10]. Thus,
more studies of Tree Height measurement by SfM-MVS in closed-canopy conditions must
be conducted. Tree Height measured by RPA is a field of research that may benefit not only
the FR and mature forests, but also different commercial plantations and crops [56].
4.3. Via Photointerpretation, RPA Can Identify Stretches with Different FR Success That Present
Different Values of FR Structural Parameters
One of the advantages of RPA is that the entire FR area can be measured, and thus
stretches with different degrees of FR success were visually identified. The values of the
FR structural parameters in these stretches presented some variation from the fieldwork
reference value, as indicated by the standard deviation of the boxplots shown in Figure 9.
Although the RPA has the advantage of identifying stretches with different FR success,
such benefit occurs at the local scale only. If a regional FR monitoring scale is required,
Landsat images, due to its spatial resolution, have the potential to identify only considerable
increases in vegetation cover [48].
The possibility of identifying stretches with different FR success via photointerpretation of the low-cost RPA orthomosaic reinforces another advantage of monitoring FR using
high spatial resolution images: it provides valuable information in open-canopy conditions
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even if no more data of the FR site, like field plots, is available. Since photointerpretation of
low-cost RPA orthomosaic generates reference data for Tree Cover, Tree Density and Grass
Infestation, which are relevant structural parameters, managers can check stretches with
less FR success that may need some intervention using RPA data only.
Besides being capable of identifying stretches with different FR success, the FR structural parameters evaluated in this study were based on the Rio de Janeiro local environmental agency [11], and Tree Height was the only FR structural parameter that demanded a
traditional fieldwork for reference data acquisition in open canopy conditions. Traditional
fieldworks are necessary to evaluate the computational 3D modeling because it is not possible to check tree heights using a photointerpretation of the CHM. Even LiDAR systems that
accurately measured Tree Height demanded traditional fieldwork for acquiring reference
data [46,53,55]. Thus, Tree Height is the only FR structural parameter evaluated in this
study that demands fieldwork to assess its remote sensing accuracy, which reinforces that
low-cost RPA data register valuable information for FR projects even if no field plot data
is available.
4.4. RGB Limitations for Identifying Different Tree Species Reinforced That Biodiversity and
Remote Sensing Constitute a Specific Field of Research and That Traditional Fieldwork Will
Continue Being Necessary in the Future
Although modern Computer Vision techniques, such as Deep Learning, have demonstrated that low-cost RPA can be used to identify palm species in the Amazon [32] or tree
species in a German forest [33], it is still not possible to handle the biodiversity of Brazilian
FR projects solely via high-resolution RGB imagery. The tree species of the Atlantic Forest
Biome in this study looked very similar in the RPA imagery, but since the Biodiversity
parameter is relevant for FR projects, future works must check if other species, which were
not present in the study area, are distinguishable in high-resolution RGB images. These
future studies must generate two databases with precise Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) geographic coordinates: the low-cost RPA data, which must present ground
control points to improve its cartographic precision (1); and the tree species location, which
must be a layer where each tree has a precise geographic coordinate associated with its
corresponding species. These two databases will make it possible to verify which tree
species are distinguishable via photointerpretation.
In this work, even if the two databases mentioned in the previous paragraph (RPA data
and tree species location with precise GNSS coordinates) were available, the Biodiversity
parameter would still not be possible to be measured via low-cost RPA because photointerpretation could not distinguish different tree species. After all, the targets in the images
must be visually distinguishable for a proper reference data [35,39]. A possible solution
for this low-cost RPA limitation for recognizing different species may be the flowers of the
trees. The flowers can make some tree species distinguishable via photointerpretation, but
the remote sensing data must be collected in the flowering period [42], which reinforces
the challenge involving Biodiversity and remote sensing.
Another alternative for measuring the Biodiversity parameter via remote sensing
would be an estimation of the number of species in a FR site instead of the identification
of the species of each tree. When dealing with the number of species, an unsupervised
classification could be applied, but reference data would still be necessary [35,57]. In this
study, as previously mentioned, there was no reliable Biodiversity reference data for remote
sensing estimations due to a significant similarity between the different tree species in the
RPA imagery.
Almeida et al. [53] used a refined remote sensing dataset provided by a LiDAR system
and also mentioned a biodiversity challenge in the Atlantic Forest Biome because the
authors accurately measured canopy structure and above-ground biomass of FR areas,
but not species richness. Alonzo et al. [58] used LiDAR and hyperspectral sensors to map
29 tree species considering 30 different remote sensing classes: 29 classes corresponded to
29 different tree species, while 1 class involved different and non-frequent tree species. Thus,
regarding the biodiversity challenge, even if multispectral, hyperspectral, or LiDAR sensors
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prove to be capable of automatically identifying tropical rainforest species in the near future,
the costs of such sensors must decrease considerably if a practical FR monitoring protocol is
desired. Traditional fieldwork will therefore continue being necessary and remote sensing
may be applied using applications onboard smartphones and tablets, like Agrotag [59], for
monitoring the FR biodiversity.
Applications onboard smartphones and tablets like Agrotag can take pictures at the
ground level of the tree species and can also share the FR monitoring data collected by
field plots on an online Geographic Information System (GIS) platform. Future studies
may evaluate if using a low-cost RPA for measuring the structural parameters and an
application onboard smartphones and tablets for measuring the Biodiversity parameters
are capable of accurately providing a full FR monitoring report.
5. Conclusions
For the development of a practical FR monitoring protocol, low-cost RPA was found
to be accurate for the measurement of the FR structural parameters. Only Grass Infestation, which is the least important indicator, presented medium accuracy. In addition to
improving the accuracy of the Grass Infestation parameter, future studies must evaluate
the optimal remote sensing techniques for FR projects of different ages, with a particular
focus on how low-cost RPA can accurately measure the FR structural parameters when the
canopy is closed. After all, each FR stage will require different remote sensing techniques.
Although low-cost RPA can accurately measure the structural parameters, it cannot
accurately measure the FR biodiversity parameter in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest, and
thus traditional fieldwork will continue being necessary. It may be possible to utilize an
RPA and then use field plots for biodiversity monitoring only, but this would require FR
consultants and environmental agencies to evaluate the costs of adding a remote sensing
professional to their teams.
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Appendix A. Field Plot Replication in RPA Imagery
Appendix A.1. Methods: Field Plot Replication in RPA Imagery
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, a field plot replication in the RPA image was initially
motivated to study the Biodiversity parameter, but since all trees were very similar in
the RPA image, an evaluation of the FR structural parameters inside the polygons that
represent the field plots was conducted.
The rectangle shapefiles that represented the 25 × 4 m field plots were generated like
the fieldwork procedures, where the field plots coordinates correspond to the southernmost
latitude and middle longitude of the field plot rectangles. From these coordinates, 25 m
lines were generated with 0° Azimuth. The field plot rectangle is then completed by
considering 2 m from each perpendicular direction of the 25 m line, forming a 25 × 4 m plot
rectangle [11]. Figures A1 and A2 illustrates examples of this field plot rectangle procedure.
When analyzing the RPA results inside the field plot rectangles, two different reference
data were considered due to the cartographic uncertainty of the orthomosaic and of the
field plot location. These two reference data were the photointerpretation of the field
plot rectangles (photointerpretation has no cartographic uncertainty with the RPA results
because both came from the same database) and the fieldwork data of each field plot. The
differences between the RPA accuracy results considering these two reference data were
then recorded and analyzed. The accuracy measurement unit is described in Appendix A.2.
When generating the photointerpretation of the field plots rectangles as Figure A2
shows, the authors stated that the position of the 25-m line considerably influences Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation parameters. To quantitatively measure such an influence,
an experiment was conducted where Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation were measured in different positions over the RPA image, as explained in the next paragraphs.
In traditional fieldwork, Vegetation Cover is obtained by stretching a 25 m measuring
tape on the floor. The length of the measuring tape covered by trees is noted and then
divided by 25 m. If, for example, the number of meters covered by trees is 25 or 12.5, you
get 100% and 50% of Vegetation Cover, respectively. Figure A1 illustrates the fieldwork
procedures for the Vegetation Cover measuring procedure.

Figure A1. Vegetation Cover measuring procedure on a 25 × 4 m plot, where LT is Linear Totality. In
the fieldwork procedures, LT is equal to 25 m, and the field plot is defined by considering 2 m from
each LT perpendicular direction, forming then a 25 × 4 m plot. L1, L2, and L3 are examples of linear
measurements in LT that are covered by trees. Thus, Vegetation Cover is the sum of L1, L2, and L3
divided by LT. Source: adapted from INEA [11].
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When applied to RPA imagery, this method can be subject to some issues because
Vegetation Cover is an area measurement (two dimensions), and the measuring tape
measures lengths (one dimension). As can be seen by Figure A1, if the measuring tape
moves 2 m to the left or the right in an RPA image, the Vegetation Cover parameter may
considerably vary.
To verify if moving the measuring tape 2 m to the left or the right considerably
affects Vegetation Cover on RPA imagery, an experiment was conducted. In such an
experiment, the amount of line that covered trees was verified by photointerpretation in
three different positions for each field plot. In the first position, the 25-m line is in the
field plot coordinate (which is the position for measuring Vegetation Cover according
to the fieldwork procedures). In the second and third positions, the line shifted 2 m to
the left (west direction) and 2 m to the right (east direction). After verifying the amount
of tree cover on these positions, the variation (between the first position and the other
two positions) was noted in percentage. Regarding the 2 m value, it represents an usual
imprecision value of a common GNSS equipment [60], and it is also the value that the
fieldwork procedures move (to the left and the right) to generate a 25 × 4 m plot. Figure A2
illustrates this 2-m shifting process evaluation.

Figure A2. An experiment to quantitatively measure the influence of the measuring tape position
in Vegetation Cover acquisition if trying to replicate the fieldwork procedures on RPA imagery.
Vegetation Cover value from the middle longitude of the field plot, which is where the measuring
tape is positioned in the fieldwork procedures, (a) was compared to the Vegetation Cover value when
moving the measuring tape 2 m in the west direction (b) and the east direction (c).

If this experiment, illustrated in Figure A2, confirms that Vegetation Cover considerably varies when moving the line shapefile, remote sensing may be reinforced as an
alternative to improve this variable measurement. It would also verify that replicating
traditional fieldwork procedures over RPA images is not a good idea.
Such an experiment of moving the measuring tape 2 m to the right and the left was also
made for Grass Infestation because it has the same Vegetation Cover fieldwork procedures
that are illustrated in Figure A1.
It must be mentioned that when comparing RPA and fieldwork results, some issues
found that the overflown study area did not involve the whole area monitored by fieldwork
results. Overall, 19 out of 28 field plots, which corresponds to 23.45 out of 28.55 hectares
of the FR area, were covered by the RPA imagery, while Vegetation Cover and Grass
Infestation fieldwork values were not recorded for each field plot (only the final value was
recorded). This means that 17.8%((28.55 − 23.45)/28.55 = 0.178) of the area monitored by
fieldwork procedures, and not by RPA imagery, contained 32% of the field plots. Regarding
those not overflown field plots, Google Earth’s free available imagery showed by photoint-
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erpretation that these were the FR areas with the highest tree cover (canopy was almost
closed), which could also suggest the highest values of other FR structural parameters.
Appendix A.2. FR Structural Parameters Accuracy Evaluation Inside Field Plots
When replicating the FR structural parameters inside the field plots, it is expected for
RPA results to present values closer to the photointerpretation reference data than to the
fieldwork reference data because there is no cartographic uncertainty.
RPA classification results inside the field plot rectangles had their accuracy evaluated
via Error Percentage [37], where zero Error Percentage means 100% accuracy, positive percentage values are omission errors, and negative percentage values are commission errors.
For example, an Error Percentage of 5% means FR structural parameters lacked 5% of the
reference data value (omission error), and an Error Percentage of −4% means FR structural
parameters exceeded 4% of the reference data value (commission error). Equation (8)
shows the calculation of Error Percentage, where “Reference” can be photointerpretation
or fieldwork and “Results” are the RPA results automatically obtained.
The variation in Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation in the experiment illustrated
in Figure A2 was also calculated like Equation (8), but considering that “Reference” in
Equation (8) is the “25 meters Measuring Tape” in Figure A2, and “Results” in Equation (8)
is “Shift 2 meters East” or “Shift 2 meters West” in Figure A2. These variations in Vegetation
Cover and Grass Infestation were measured for each field plot.
Appendix A.3. Results: RPA and Fieldwork Data Comparison Inside Field Plot Rectangles
Although Grass Infestation was the only FR structural parameter with medium accuracy as Section 3.1 shows, Table A1 shows some differences between RPA and fieldwork
results. Such differences occurred because the RPA orthomosaic did not cover 33% of
the whole field plots, as mentioned in Appendix A.1. Furthermore, stretches with nonvegetated and seedlings predominance (Nv and NvS in Figure 3) occupied 52.3% of the
RPA study area, and these areas presented 21.4% of the field plots.
Table A1. RPA and fieldwork data comparison.

FR Structural Parameter

RPA

Fieldwork

Vegetation Cover (%)
Tree Density (trees/hectare)
Tree Height (meters)
Grass Infestation (%)

27.80
814
1.68
27.57

55
1428
2
25

When analyzing RPA results inside field plot rectangles, the Error Percentage was
generally smaller with photointerpretation reference data than with fieldwork reference
data, as Figure A3 shows.
Regarding Grass Infestation, a significant variation of its Error Percentage is presented
in Figure A3. As Figure A4 shows, Grass Infestation may considerably vary if moving the
measuring tape (or the 25-m line shapefile) two meters to the left or right, as described in
Appendix A.1. Such variation reinforces remote sensing as a proper way for measuring
Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation.
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Figure A3. RPA results’ Error Percentage inside field plots when considering two reference data:
photointerpretation and fieldwork.

Figure A4. When measuring Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation by a 25-m line shapefile, which
is a simulation of the traditional fieldwork procedure, these FR structural parameters significantly
varied when moving the measuring line 2 m in east and west directions. The registered Error
Percentage presented mean and standard deviation equal to 11.48 ± 39.45 for Vegetation Cover and
−20.3 ± 54.61 for Grass Infestation.

Appendix A.4. Discussion: Lessons Learned when Replicating Field Plots in RPA Imagery
RPA and fieldwork results differ when whole field plots are not overflown. RPA
and fieldwork results presented quite some differences between them because 17.9% of
the area analyzed by fieldwork was not included in the RPA study area. Despite such
differences, RPA can contribute to the traditional fieldwork sampling process because it
registers whole project areas, so it is possible to identify stretches with different FR success
that lack or exceed field plot samples. For instance, stretches with grass predominance
occupied 52.3% of the RPA study area, but presented 21.4% of the field plots.
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Due to the cartographic uncertainty between fieldwork data and RPA imagery, the
RPA results get closer to the photointerpretation than to the fieldwork data of each field
plot. Error Percentage inside field plots was smaller with photointerpretation reference
data than with fieldwork reference data, as Figure A3 shows. If both the RPA orthomosaic
and the fieldwork data presented precise GNSS coordinates, the Error Percentage variation
shown in Figure A3 would probably be smaller. However, one must consider that precise
GNSS coordinates increase the fieldwork costs [50].
Measuring Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation over RPA image by field plots
procedure (25-m line) generates inconsistencies, reinforcing the RPA potential in measuring these variables by remote sensing techniques. Since Vegetation Cover and Grass
Infestation are a two-dimension variable, measuring them by a line (one dimension) using
RPA imagery is a source of many errors. The experiment of moving the line shapefile 2 m
to the left and right showed significant variation in Vegetation Cover and Grass Infestation
results, as illustrated in Figure A4. This fact confirmed that linear field measurements
based on measuring tape should not be used in RPA images.
If the FR professionals wish to use precise GNSS coordinates to record the field
plots location, they may consider turning the fieldwork rectangular plots into the Quadrat
Method [61], which uses points. The Rio de Janeiro State official FR monitoring methodology has the option of using points instead of lines for field plots design. In these situations,
each sampling point would be a precise GNSS coordinate (or also a ground control point of
the RPA image), and the fieldwork analysts could collect the phytosociological data while
the geodetic GNSS tracks its location. However, precise GNSS data usage increases the
fieldwork costs [50].
Remote sensing and forest inventory are different sciences, but their final overall
results must be similar. Although an obvious lesson, photointerpretation and traditional
fieldwork presented some differences in this work because the whole FR area was not
overflown. Furthermore, when trying to replicate field plots in the RPA image, the lack of
precise GNSS coordinates also generated some differences between photointerpretation
and fieldwork results. However, the two methodologies were able to state an ecological
succession process in the study area.
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